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I    Software installation 
Double-click the software executable file HDSet.exe directly, and 

follow the software prompts to install it by default. 

II Manual 

1. Detect device

The synchronization card T901 is connected to the computer using a

dedicated USB cable; Different form Asynchronous card

A601/602/603/A30/A30+/C10/C10C/C30/D10/D30 etc. using a

network cable to connected to the computer;

 The software will automatically detect the device when open it, if not

detected, you can manually click on "Search";

 When the device is found, the device is listed on the left list and the

device information is displayed on the right.
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2. Setting Hardware parameters

 In the main window, click "Settings" -> "Hardware Settings". The

setting window is divided into sending card parameter settings,

connection line settings, and receiving card parameter settings.

 The parameter setting of the transmission card can be set up, the

selection of the frame mode (60Hz/30Hz), the type of receiving card

(the other home receiving card of the gray or), the starting coordinates

of the screen control screen and the proposed control range

(1024x512@60Hz, 1024x1024@30Hz, 1024x1024@60Hz, 2048x of

the double network port carrying area, 1024x1024@60Hz, 2048x)

1024@30Hz), as well as the brightness adjustment of each control

screen, receiving card detection and other functions.

Note: Note: The "send card parameters" of this interface can be

clicked to send directly. Distinguish settings and sending with

"connection settings" and "receiving card parameters".
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 Click on the ‘connection settings’ and enter the ‘connection Settings

‘interface.

 This page is divided into ‘Standard’ settings and’ profession’ settings. It

is convenient and quick to set the connection relationship of the

receiving card, when look from the front of the screen, the first receiving

card connect is the card number 1 , and so on.

 ‘Profession’settings is for non-rectangular screens. Set the X and Y

coordinate points and the loading width and height of each receiving

card.
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 Receiving card parameter setting:

Click  ‘receiving card parameter’ to enter the receiving card

parameter setting interface.  thisinterfaceis for the gray level, refresh

rate, PWM register parameter settings, the parameters of this

interfacedirectly affect the effect of LED display screen .

Explain： 
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Note 1: The way of setting’Connection Settings’and ‘Receiving card 

parameter’ are basically the same assettings of A603 in HDPlayer. They 

need to distinguish the network ports for sending. 

Note 2: The "extended attributes" of the receive card parameters integrate 

the original PWM chip settings and extended attribute functions. 

 ’Universal module’interface can set up the common module quickly.
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 Smart setting ：for the common module, if there is no corresponding

configuration file in ‘Universal module’,  the module parameters can

be set by ‘Smart setting’.——For details, see section 2.3.

 Advanced setting : In this interface, you can adjust gamma, color

correction and other parameters to further adjust the effect of the LED

screen display.
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 Data Group Exchange：this function can exchange output data from

one ports to another ports.

 Extended mode：for some special IC, such as high refresh rate IC.

Register configuration is required to set up with this function.。

3. Smart setting

 The following figure is the first step for Smartsetting.Inthis interface

need to set, the screen color type, single module width(in pixel),

module chip type, and decoding mode (drop-down options are: 138

decode, non decoding, 595 decode, 5958 decode, etc.). If the module

is larger than 16 scan, please check ‘More than 16’.

 The figure below shows the second step of smart settings. In this step,

please try to select A B to see if the module is fully lit. Select the
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corresponding option in the display state according to the module 

performance. This step is to determine the data polarity. 

 The figure below shows the third step of smart settings. At this step,

please try to select A B to observe the brightness of the module.

According to the performance of the module, select the corresponding

option in the display state. This step is to determine the OE polarity.

 The following figure shows the fourth step of smart settings. At this

step, please try to select the status A ,B,C,D to observe the color

display of the module. According to the module performance, select

the corresponding option in the display status. This step is to

determine the color channel of the module.
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 The figure below shows the fifth step of smart settings. Please

observe the performance of the module and fill in the corresponding

values. This step is to test the height of a set of RGB controls.

 The figure below shows the sixth step of smart settings. Please

observe the performance of the module and fill in the corresponding

values. This step is to test the scan type.
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 The figure below shows the seventh step of smart settings..Please

observe the module performance and click the corresponding cell

according to the location of the flashing point .

After you finish, click Save to complete the smart settings. 
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III   Auxiliary function 

1. Multi-language

 Click ‘Language’ to adjust the display language of the interface.

2. Hardware maintenance

 The remote upgrade is mainly used to update product functions or

handle major BUGs. Under normal use conditions, no update is

required. Specific remote upgrade methods are as follows:

 Download the corresponding controller firmware (each product has a

corresponding .bin file);

Click [Operation] -> [Hardware Maintenance]> pop-up operation

interface as show.

 Click to bring up the following interface
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Send card upgrade interface: [Select update firmware] ---- Select the 

corresponding firmware file, according to the list selection to upgrade. 

After the file is specified, the subsequent process is automatically 

completed. After the upgrade is prompted, restarting the sending card 

after power off can complete the upgrade. 

Receiving card firmware upgrade: Select a file, click [Update Firmware] 

and the program will automatically complete the upgrade. After the 

power off and restart, the receiving card can complete the upgrade. 

3. Analog window

 The ‘Analog window’ is used to control whether the icon of the default

size is displayed in the upper left corner. It is convenient to test

whether the display is correct after the smart settings are complete:

click the display once, and click again to hide the display.
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VI   Play software-HDPlayer 
After HDSet has set the screen ok, use HDPlayer to edit and play the 

program. 

Synchronize, click the play button; asynchronous, click "send" or export 

U disk. 

HDPlayer operation learn from <HDPlayer operating manual>. 
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